In-Studio Classes Policies & Procedures Fall 2020
As we all continue to adapt to the changing world around us, we have made changes to the studios and
are looking forward to welcoming our students back to the studio this summer. Your child should have a
general understanding of social distancing i.e. spacing, no physical contact, no sharing of water or snacks
etc.
Student Drop-Off/Pick-Up + Dancer Check-In (ages 2-6)
One adult may accompany each child ages 2-6 in the designated areas (posted signs) located in front of
the studios while they are waiting to have their temperature taken and admitted into class. Your child’s
temperature will be taken outside of Studio A with a no touch thermometer and must be below 100.4 in
order to be admitted into class. Dance and craft activities will take place in Studio A. Please read
additional check-in information below.
Student Drop-Off/Pick-Up
You may drop off and pick up your child in the designated areas (posted signs) located in front of the
studios. Please do not park in those designated locations during class time, as we will do some or all
dance exercises outside weather permitting. You can pick up your child in the student pick-up/drop-off
area.
Dancer Check-In
Students must wear a mask upon entering and exiting the studios. Mask wearing is optional for students
during dance lessons. If the child feels like they aren’t receiving enough ventilation while wearing the
mask, he or she may remove it. These guidelines are based on the “Order of the Health Officer
Generally Requiring Face Coverings” set forth on page 3 part 9 and additional inquiry to Santa Cruz
County Health Call Center regarding face coverings for children during exercise.
Students should arrive 10 minutes prior to the start of class. Your child’s temperature will be taken
outside of their designated studio with a no touch thermometer and must be below 100.4 in order to be
admitted into class.
Students are permitted to bring 1 water bottle and 1 pair of dance shoes. No dance bags. They will leave
their street shoes outside and put on their dance shoes upon entering the studio. Water bottles will be
left on decals inside of the edge of the dance room. The cubbies are closed until further notice. The
water fountain has been removed from the studio, so there will be no in-studio water refills.
There are designated dance spaces placed 6 feet 10 inches apart to allow for social distancing inside of
the studios.
The lobby is closed. Please do not enter the lobby or studios for any reason. If you need assistance, you
can call the studio 831.471.8483.
Safety Measures


Dance instructors wear masks during the duration of classes.









Surfaces and door handles are disinfected between classes.
Barre exercises suspended.
There is hand sanitizer located in both studios. We continue to encourage frequent hand
washing as well as the use of hand sanitizer during class time.
If your child has had any cold or flu symptoms, please stay at home.
Dancers should not congregate in front of the studio before or after classes. There are social
distancing marks outside for students to stand on.
The lobby is closed. Parents should not enter for any reason. If you need assistance, you can call
the studio at 831.471.8483.
We will continue to live stream classes on Zoom for those students who are not ready to return
to in-studio classes at this time.

